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ABSTRACT
Electromagnetic scattering from rough surfaces is of prime
importance in the engineering field since it affects
communications, radar, remote sensing, acoustics, etc. The
actual problem of scattering from rough surfaces is
complicated and involves three dimensional scattering from
either lossy or dielectric, electrically large surfaces.
Integral equations are widely utilized to solve this kind of
problem but this solution to the problem is generally
computationally intensive.
In the On-Surface Radiation Boundary Condition (OSRC)
method, a higher order radiation condition is imposed directly
on the surface of the scatterer. This reduces the integral
equation for the scattered field to a line integral which can
be easily evaluated numerically.
In this thesis, the OSRC method is used to formulate the
problem of scattering from periodic rough, two-dimensional
surfaces illuminated by a transverse magnetic, plane
electromagnetic wave. Three geometric surfaces are
considered. A comparison is made between the present
formulation the exact solution, and the physical optics
approximation.
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The problem of scattering from periodic rough surfaces has
aroused the interest of physicists and engineers for the last
70 years and has become of special interest in recent years,
particularly in connection with the propagation of radio waves
at frequencies above 30 MHz. The problem of scattering from
rough surfaces arises, among others, in line-of-sight as well
as mobile radio communication, radar, sea scattering, remote
sensing, tropospheric propagation, radio astronomy, and
acoustics.
Mathematically, the problem of the scattering of waves by
a rough surface is difficult to formulate and even more
difficult to obtain numerical results.
B. ON-SURFACE RADIATION CONDITION (OSRC) METHOD
Recently, a new formulation of electromagnetic scattering
has been introduced (Ref. 1]. This formulation of
electromagnetic wave scattering by convex, two-dimensional
conducting bodies, the On-Surface Radiation Condition (OSRC)
approach, is based upon an expansion of the radiation
condition applied directly on the surface of a scatterer.
According to the OSRC approach, the application of a suitable
radiation condition directly on the conducting scattering
surface can lead to substantial simplification of the
frequency-domain integral equation for the scattered field.
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For the transverse magnetic (TM) case, the integrand is known
explicitly. For the transverse electric (TE) case, the
integrand can be constructed by solving an ordinary
differential equation around the scatterer surface contour.
Implicit in the OSRC formulation is the fact that only
outgoing waves are assumed to exist on the surface of the
scatterer. Thus, the method will have serious drawbacks in
cases where the latter condition is not met.
C. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In this thesis we apply the OSRC technique to scattering
by a periodic rough surface. We consider a plane
electromagnetic wave illuminating a two-dimensional, perfectly
conducting periodic rough surface for the transverse magnetic
(TM) polarization case (magnetic field parallel to the
propagation plane or electric field parallel to the surface
ridges as in Figure 1).
The analysis of this problem includes the calculation of
the induced electric current as well as the echo width of the
scattering surfaces. Both of these quantities are calculated
in Chapter II.
In Chapter III, we calculate the current distribution and
the echo width of a planar thin conducting strip, while in
Chapter IV we calculate the same two quantities for a
sinusoidal scattering surface and the surface current
distribution on a scatterer of triangular shape.
2
The numerical results of the current distributions as well
as the echo width of the planar strip and the sinusoidal
surface are presented in Chapter V. Comparisons of these
results with results from the physical optics approximation
and with the exact solution (method of moments), are also
presented in this chapter.
In Chapter VI, conclusions and recommendations are
presented. Some mathematical derivations and the computer




In this thesis we apply the OSRC technique to scattering
by a rough surface. In this chapter we will formulate the
problem and calculate both the surface current and the far-
field echo width of a periodic rough, perfectly conducting
surface.
A. NOMENCLATURE
We will consider a plane electromagnetic wave illuminating
a two-dimensional, perfectly conducting, rough surface for the
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization case (Figure 1). The
width of the rough surface is considered finite and edge
effects are ignored.
We shall use Cartesian coordinates x, y, z with origin 0
and unit vectors R, 9, 2. The two dimensional rough surface
is specified by the function z = f(x) where the mean level of
this surface is the plane z = 0.
All quantities, except angles, associated with the
incident field will be dencted by the superscript i and those
associated with the scattered field by the superscript s.
Thus, the incident field is E and the scattered field P.
The medium above the surface is assumed to be free space. We
shall assume Pi to be linearly polarized. This implies that
we need only the scalar value Us of the vector li.
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B. GENERAL THEORY
For TM polarization, the incident electric field E
propagating perpendicular to the x-z plane at an angle E0
with respect to the +z axis, as shown in Figure 1, is given
[Ref. 2]
= Uiejwt9 (2.1)
where Ui is the magnitude of the incident electric field
U- = e-j4(xein0-zC2A0) (2.2)
k0 is the wavenumber of the free space defined as
k0 2nfo (2.3)
10  C
and harmonic time dependence is assumed. The quantity L0 is
the free space wavelength associated with the incident
electromagnetic wave of frequency f0, c is the speed of light
in free space, and w = 2rf0 is the radian frequency of the
incident wave.
The scattered electric field E is [Ref. 2]
P"=U. e wP (2.4)
where U9 is given, in the far-field, by [Ref. 1]
us - e-(4)r-j) aus +ikocos6Ui eJk0RCo5ds1 (2.S)
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Perfect Electric Condtictor
Figure 1 Scattering geometry for a TM polarized incident
plane wave.
where C represents the contour of the surface, 11' is the unit
vector normal to the curve C at point P(x',z'), as shown in
Figure 2, and a /an' denotes an outward normal derivative on
C. Note the integration in Equation (2.5) is with respect to
the arc length, s', corresponding to the point P(x',z') at
distance R from the origin, and that r is the distance of the
observation point from the origin. The unit vector P in the
direction of the observation point is
P : sine-R + cosO-2 (2.6)
where 0 is the scattering angle, measured in opposite sense to








Figure 2 Notation f or vari.ous vectors and angles.
In Equation (2.5), the terms cos6 and Rcosot are given by
Cosa 2-B (2.7)
Rc o sr= (2.8)
where
R= x2+ z12 (2.9)
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The unknown quantity aus/an, can be expressed in terms of
the incident field using the second order radiation boundary
condition. It is given by (Ref. 1]
aUs=C(x') +Jko+ Ui+ (2.10)
5n7 2 8 [-jko-C (x') ] 2 [-jk--C (x')I as'2 (
where e (x') is the curvature of the two dimensional
scattering surface at point P(x',z') and a2 /Cs, 2  is the
second derivative with respect to the arc length of C.
The curvature C(x) of the curve C that is defined by an
equation of the type z = ff(x) is given by [Ref. 3]
d 2 Z
C x) - dx2  (2.11)
[i +(.)2) 4
while the quantity a 2U!/as, 2 is shown in Appendix A to be
S-kosin28 0 + k 2 d cO0(2sin0 - cos 0) + jko dz cose0
aS11 (_5 )2
Ui _Ui  dx
(sinO0 - dZcosO0) dz d2z
+dx dxdX2  (2.12)
+(_! )2]2
By substituting Equations (2.11), (2.12), into Equation
(2.10) and carrying out some manipulation, we get
8
au, Uj dx2 -Idx21 + jk o
dZ 2zz
+ r + k(sin200 + cosd-cdz(2 sin - z-CSO)
(kO[1 2 + Id2Z)
d k-o (i~ dx d (2.23)+j dX21 1OO++ (d)2 JjJ
The quantity asaan' is expressed in terms of U1 and hence is
completely known at all points on the rough surface.
The unit vector B', normal to the curve C at point
P(x',z'), is given by [Ref. 3]
S+ dx + 2 (2.14)
(dZ)2]i [i dZ2
where the upper sign corresponds to the outward normal and the
lower sign to the inward normal.
The formula for the partial derivative of the incident
electric field with respect to the outward normal vector,
which we will use later, is given by
9
dzsin o + cosOo
aul = (Vui)"Bl' = jkU' dsinO0  (2.15)
Substituting Equations (2.6) and (2.14) into Equation
(2.7), we get
d!z-sin0D + cosOD
cosa = 'B= dx (2.1
Likewise substituting Equations (2.9) and (2.6) into
Equation (2.8), we get
k oRcos* = k 0(P'f) = ko(xsinO + zcosO) (2.17)
We will normalize all dimensions to the free space
wavenumber k0 . Accordingly, we let
p =k ox, v =k.z (2.18)
so that
dx dp , dz = 4 dt (2.19)
and
dz _ dz d~z -_ d2r
dz dv d2 -k (2.20)dx dp dx 2  dp 2
Combining Equations (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) with
Equations (2.2), (2.16), (2.17) and (2.13), we express all
quantities in terms of the normalized variables p,r as
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U1 = eAse - -Tcoaeo) (2.21)
- dT sin6 + cose
Cos = dp (2.22)[ +(dp]
k0Rcos*r = psinO + -rcose (2.23)
au"kJI dp2  1- dp 2  +
an' 2[1 + ()]2 (ii+ () 2 + d2r
2 ] sn 0 dp 0 0  dp
+Jjcso + dp 0)dp J (2.24)
The arc length s is related to the surface z(x) by (Ref.
3)
aIs = 1 (2.25)
so that the differential arc length ds' can be expressed in
terms of the normalized coordinates as
ds' = O 2 (2.26)
Substituting Equation (2.26) in Equation (2.5), we get:
-i(k~r- I) (r j2'us~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~d = ef(-Us3kcs~]eocs 1 dp' (2.27)
Io a 0 1 dp/
[BkOir] 2 CL
To organize our work better and to enable more efficient
structural programming, we rewrite the above equation as
U' = V(r) "f(F(p) -Q(p))dp (2.28)
C
where
V(,r) = L 1 (2.29)
[8k0 -r] 2
F(p) = - + jkocosbul (2.30)
12
0(P) = e .Rc k [ _ L, )2 ]2 (2.31)
ko I dpj
and aus/an' , cos6, U and k0Rcos* as given by Equations
(2.24), (2.22), (2.21) and (2.23) respectively.
C. SURFACE CURRENT AND ECHO WIDTH
Two quantities needed to compare our results with those in
the literature are the electric surface current induced on the
scattering surface and the far field echo width of this
surface. These quantities will be presented next.
Since UT t = U + U and the total magnetic field is given
by by1ot 
- I 8lU rtjot = .- (2.32)
the normalized electric current on the scattering surface,
equal to the ratio of the total to the incident magnetic
field, is
H1 (au1 +2E! (2.33)
H1 ji 0 H an an
In the Equation (2.33) the only previously undefined term
is the magnitude of the incident magnetic field, Hi, which can
be obtained in terms of the electric field using the Maxwell's
equation [Ref. 4]
i + axu (2.34)
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For the case of a plane incident wave
H' = _ _ (2.35)
where n. is the intrinsic impedance of the free space.
The normalized surface electric current is now given by
=+ =-3 
___+_G
NT 1au _ ' (1 _0 (2.36)- T ko an an Ja a J(.H' jk0( + cn 1k U' -an an)
The far-field echo width a of the scattering surface is
defined as [Ref. 2)
a = li1,,,_ 1 ( F it 2,r) (2.)
I JU7 12 (.7
Since all quantities have been previously defined, a can be
easily calculated.
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III. THIN CONDUCTING STRIP
The mathematical derivations of the previous chapter are
for an arbitrary rough surface. In this chapter we specialize
to the case of TM scattering by a thin conducting strip.
Because results for the induced current and echo width for a
conducting strip are known by other means this will serve as
a check to our formulation.
A. SURFACE CURRENT
For a thin planar perfectly conducting strip with the
geometry of Figure 3, the surface is described by
z = ax , r = ap (3.1)
where a is the slope of the surface.
Using the results of the previous chapter, the normalized
surface electric current density on this surface is given by
Hftt a 1i sinO +acosA(2sinOc-acossD) asi-ne°+cs 0  (3.2)
2( + a2) +a2]~o) 2srO 1](32
Notice that the current distribution is known analytically.
This is in contrast to other methods where differential or
integral equations must be solved to obtain the current
distribution.
Let us now derive a formula for the scattered echo width.
According to Appendix B, we can express the integral in
15
UZ
-L 0 +L x
Figure 3 Planar, thin conducting strip profile,
illuminated by a TM polarized, plane wave.
Equation (2.28) as
p -. k0 L
fF(p)(p-dp = 2 f .- Q(p) dp (3.3)
C p.-koL
Equation (2.27) becomes
p-+.k0L 1 )U16 - V(r) 2." f~ u 1 l re-'J°" c [1 p (3. 4)
U'- pkO U' a22) L dp1
Note that no special consideration for the fields is given at
the edges x = ± L.
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Other quantities needed to evaluate the integral are
Ul = e-jp(si ° - acose 0) (3.5)
koRcos* = p(sin8 + acos6) (3.6)
koUa = (1 211 * a2]D) (3.7)
where
D = sin2e 0 + acoseo(2sinO. - acosO0 ) (3.8)
Substituting the above equations into Equation (3.4), we
get
us = V(r)2j1 - D + a2 ] 2  eiGPdp (3.9)
k 2[l-kaL
where
G = (sinO - sinO.) + a(cose + cos 0 ) (3.10)
The integral in Equation (3.9) can be evaluated in closed
form. Carrying out the integration and substituting for V(r),
we get
U'21]-I(l - D 4 s)0 kOLG) J k-.!) 3.1Us a -7f 8kT 2[1 + a2] kLG e
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B. PAR-FIELD ECHO WIDTH
Now that the scattered field is known, the echo width can
be easily calculated using Equation (2.37). Substituting
Equations (2.2) and (3.11) into Equation (2.37), and
normalizing the echo width a to the free space wavelength 10,
we obtain
a + a 2I 2 krI1 - D * sirlk 0 LG) (3.12)
A 2% 1 U 2[1 + a21 k0 LG
The above formula is for the bistatic echo width (receiver
and transmitter are considered at different locations).
The monostatic case (transmitter and receiver at the same
location) is a special case of the bistatic case, where the
angle of incidence 00 is related with the observation angle
0 by
e = 2n - 0 (3.13)
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IV. SCATTERING FROM TRIANGULAR AND SINUSOIDAL
PERFECTLY CONDUCTING SURFACE
In this chapter we investigate TM scattering from
perfectly conducting triangular and sinusoidal surfaces.
Expressions for the electric current induced for both the
surfaces and the echo width for the sinusoidal case alone are
developed. The sinusoidal surface is generally considered as
a prototype surface for studying scattering from more
complicated, rough surfaces. The scattering surface profiles
are shown in Figure 4.
A. TRIANGULAR CASE
For the case of the triangular profile, as shown in Figure
4(a), the surface is described by
d 24h d
z W -3h + 1hx < x d (4.1b)d 2
where d is the wavelength of the periodical. surface. The
expression for the normalized surface electric current density
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H'°° Tot:ni°°° B °4OBO°2sin0o ° cZosO
H' U'11 2[ + dxz)2]
-sin 0o + coso0
+ [1 (dz)]x42
where
dz 4h 0 x -<d (4.3a)
dx d 2
dz 4h d < x . d (4. 3b)
dx d
B. SINUSOIDAL CASE
The sinusoidal scattering surface profile (Fig. 4(b)) is
described by
z(x) = hcos(wx) (4.4)
where w = 2/d and d is the wavelength of the sinusoidal
surface. Hence
dz = -hwsin(wx) -hw 2cos(wx) (4.5)dx dx2 "
-T =hwsi4 W= 2r h2C (4.6)dp k ' p2  O ko)
21
and
koz =kohcos (wx) -z khcoYP? (4.7)
~k0
These quantities are used to express the normalized
surface current induced on the surface and defined in Equation
(2.36). The echo width of this surface is obtained in the
following fashion.
Since the scattering surface is perfectly conducting with
considerable thickness, the integral in Equation (2.28) is
shown in Appendix B to be
F (p)Q(p) dp = P(.?-- + aulI (4.8)
Cp--k 0 L a Qpd
The far-zone, scattered field reduces to
.pjC#[ +aul)2 (4.9)U, = V(r) frllUiana +~ diip~o[ +d
where
k.Rcos* = psinO + kohcos(~~2 cosO (4.10)
The incident field on the surface of the scatterer is
j eiPfin~o - kohco{~com o C411)
For computational purposes it is convenient to rewrite the
incident field as
22
UIe JCO5 = ejT (4.12)
where
T = p(sin8 - sinO0 ) + 1cohco ko (coso - coseo) (4.13)
Substituting these in Equation (4.9), we obtain
p-.kL
U5 = V(r) f H(p)dp (4.14)
where
H(p) u -W re + drI 21 2 (4.15)
To U - n an IL dp]
We normalize the limits of integration to the quantity ko-L.
After some manipulation, Equation (4.14) reduces to
0.kOL 1k*L
U' = V(r) [H(p) dp + H(p)dp U =V(r)f[H(p)+H(-P)]dp (4.16)
-k* 0 10
With the substitution p = kLu , we get
U' = V(r)k 0LM (4.17)
where
1
M = f[H(koLu) + H(-koLu)]du (4.18)
0
Since a closed form formula has not been found for the
scattered field, the integration in Equation (4.18) is
performed numerically.
23
Once the quantity M has been calculated, the echo width a
normalized to the wavelength 10 is obtained from
0 - 1M12 (k0 L) 2  (4.19)
10 87
When normalized with respect to the length (2L) of the
scattering surface, the echo width is




In this chapter, computed results for the induced
electric surface current and the echo width are presented.
In order to check our theory and computer codes, the results
of the analytical solution (OSRC) are compared against the
moment method, treated here as exact, and the physical optics
solution. Details of these comparisons are presented in the
following sections.
In all models where numerical results are presented, the
following factors are considered:
1. The incident electromagnetic wave is a Transverse
Magnetic plane wave incident in the x-z plane.
2. However, in an actual periodic surface the surface is
infinite in the direction of periodicity, the width of the
scattering surface considered here is finite and edge effects
are ignored.
3. The induced electric current is plotted against the
normalized distance (across one period of the periodic
surface).
4. The resulting echo width a is normalized to the
wavelength 10 for the planar strip and to the surface total
length 2L for the sinusoidal surface.
5. Curves presented for the exact and physical optics
solution are taken from [Ref. 5) and [Ref. 6].
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A. SURFACE CURRENT COMPARISONS
For a planar strip (Figure 3) of length 2L, the magnitude
of the surface current has a uniform distribution while the
phase drops linearly across the strip, as shown in Figure 5,
0 0 0 0for incidence angles e = 00 ,30 , 60 , 900. Notice that the
current distribution does not exhibit any special behavior at
the edges.
The magnitude of the surface current as a function of the
incidence angle e0 for the OSRC solution as compared with the
physical optics solution is shown in Figure 6. We can see
that the agreement is remarkable between the two techniques
for angles of incidence close to zero. However, the results
deviate for angles of incidence exceeding 450. For normal
incidence the numerical (OSRC) results agreed with the exact
solution to an accuracy better than 0.01 percent.
The comparisons for the sinusoidal surface between the
numerical results generated by the present approach with both
the exact solution and the physical optics approximation are
shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9. Data pertaining to the latter
two techniques are taken from [Ref. 5].
The surface currents obtained by all three methods for
normal incidence are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Agreement of
our solution with the other two is best for h = 0.2510 and
d = 3.910 (Figure 8), while for h = 0.251, and d = 1.91 0
(Figure 7) the numerical results deviate considerably from the
26
other two. The results seem to be closer to the physical
optics approximation in both cases. The maximum deviation
occurs at the peak and trough of the surface where the
curvature is maximum. This is expected of the OSRC technique.
In general both outgoing and incoming waves exist on the
surface of the scatterer. Millar [Ref. 7] has shown that for
2rh/d < 0.448, the fields on the surface are predominantly of
outgoing type. In the OSRC technique, a higher order
radiation boundary condition is imposed directly on the
surface of the scatterer. This implies that only outgoing
waves have been assumed to exist on the surface of the
scatterer. In the case of Figure 8, 2rh/d = 0.403, which is
less than the critical value of 0.448. Hence better agreement
is seen for this case. However, in Figure 7, 2rh/d = 0.826
resulting in poorer agreement.
In Figure 9 we present the results for the same geometry
as in Figure 8, but for a 750 angle of incidence. The OSRC
solution is not affected by the occurrence of shadowing as in
the case of the physical optics. However, the results differ
from the exact results especially in the central region
(shadow region).
The current distributions on periodic surfaces with
sinusoidal and triangular profiles (see Figure 4) are shown in
Figures 10 through 15 represent. Each surface has a period
d = 0.2% 0, and a maximum amplitude h = 0.110 (2wh/d = v).
27
0 0 0
The angles of incidence considered are 80 = 0 , 30 and 60
In each figure, the OSRC solution results are shown along with
the exact solution as given in [Ref. 6]. It is seen from
Figure 10 that the OSRC technique predicts an amplitude of
approximately 6, both at the crest and the trough of a
sinusoidal profile, whereas the exact solution predicts values
of 5 and 0 at the crest and trough, respectively. The rather
large deviation of the results at the trough is attributed to
the presence of standing waves, which the OSRC technique fails
to take into account.
For oblique incidences, OSRC technique predicts a jump
discontinuity in the current magnitude at the center for
triangular profiles as observed in Figures 13 through 15.
This is due to the discontinuity of the surface slopes at
these locations. The exact solution exhibits the proper edge
condition whereas the OSRC fails to do so. A similar jump
discontinuity is predicted by the physical optics [Ref. 6].
B. ECHO WIDTH COMPUTATIONS - COMPARISONS
The normalized monostatic echo width o/aX of a plane strip
with length 2L, as a function of the incidence angle 00 is
shown in Figure 16. The normalized bistatic echo width o/a,
as a function of the observation angle 8, for k0L = 5, k0L =
10 and angle of incidence 00 and 600 is shown in Figure 17.
Figure 16 shows also the comparison between the numerical,
the exact [Ref. 1], and the physical optics [Ref. 8] results.
We see that we have a very good agreement (within 1 dB) with
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the physical optics solution for angle of incidence up to 700.
Agreement with the exact solution is poor beyond 300 angle of
incidence. The deviation from the exact solution, for larger
angles of incidence, is probably due to edge currents that
have been ignored in the formulation.
The normalized monostatic echo width a/2L, of a sinusoidal
surface of length 2L with parameters h = 0.2510 and d = 3.910
is shown in Figure 18 while Figure 19 shows the normalized
bistatic echo width a/2L of a sinusoidal surface with the same
profile, for angle of incidence 00 and 600. No comparison is
made for the echo width of the sinusoidal surface.
29
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Figure 12 Normalized surface current versu stac
across period of sinusoidal surface, 00 = 60 ,d =O.21.oP
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Figure 17 Normalized bistatic echo width a/10 of
horizontal conducting strip - Numerical analysis (OSRC)
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Electromagnetic scattering from rough surfaces is hard to
formulate and even harder to solve. In the On-Surface
Radiation Boundary Condition a higher order radiation
condition is imposed directly on the surface of the scatterer.
The frequency-domain integral equation for the scattered field
is reduced to just a line integral. This leads to substantial
simplification of the problem. Analytical expressions are
obtained for the surface scattered fields.
In this thesis, the OSRC method has been used to formulate
electromagnetic scattering from a periodic rough, perfectly
conducting surface. Transverse magnetic (TM) polarized, plane
incident electromagnetic wave was considered throughout the
whole formulation; the surface was considered of finite
length, and edge effects were ignored.
Three different scattering surface profiles have been
considered to test our formulation. The surface currents as
well as the echo width of these surfaces were calculated by
developing computer codes and the results were compared with
results from the exact solution and the physical optics
approximation.
For all the examined surfaces, the OSRC method predicts
results somewhat between the two other solutions. For the
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case of a thin strip, the OSRC results for the echo width are
within 0.1 dB (except at nulls) of the exact solution for
angles of incidence between 00 and 300 and deteriorating for
larger angles of incidence. Actually OSRC results are more
similar to the results given by physical optics.
For the cases of a triangular surface and a sinusoidal
surface with parameters h and d such that 2rh/d > 0.448, the
OSRC results are not very accurate.
For the case of a sinusoidal surface, the validity of the
OSRC results was shown to depend on surface profile parameters
as well as the angle of incidence. When the quantity 2wh/d
< 0.448 and the angle of incidence is close to zero, the OSRC
results are very accurate, while for larger angles of
incidence it is somewhat closer to the exact solution than the
physical optics one. Overall, the results of the OSRC
technique seem to mimic those of the physical optics rather
than the exact solution. This is clearly seen in all
comparisons of current distribution and echo width.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
With the basic theory for the TM case tested, we recommend
the investigation of surface currents and echo width of other
periodic surfaces. The formulation and the validation of the
same problem, for the Transverse Electric (TE) case is another
recommendation. Finally, how much the edge and the finite




In this Appendix we will derive the second partial
derivative of the incident field with respect to the arc
length on the scattering surface.
Let the electric field of the incident wave be denoted by
an arbitrary function of the type U = U(x,z). The surface cf
the scatterer is described by z = z(x).
au au dx aU dz (aLU aUdz) dx
as x ds azW - ax az (A.1)
where s is the arc length on the scattering surface.
Since
dS [ + (dZ)2](A2
we have then
au au dz
au - x azdx(
CIS + (A.3):1
If we name W = d U/ds, then
aW W dz
Su -aw -8x azdx
as2  as [ _ )2_I (A.4)
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It can be shown that
(a~'U 8dz + Lud2z (L +t U dz) dzd
8w M2 aXaz -ac 8IZ2 -l 43 8dx/ dxCX (A.5)
ai (_LZ)2]I [i+(dZ)2].
and
8W C12U + a2 Udz (.6
(1 (dZ)2 1
For the case of a plane incident wave
U1 ' k~~nO-cSO A7
we have
aLT -k, -jk kz) _ jk.Ui (A.8)




2U kxe _k A 0
aZ2 ke -k Z(A.11)
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2ui 2ui kk~e-j(kx - k.z) (A. 12)
axaz azax
where
k_ = kosinO ,k z = k0 cosO0  (A.13)
Finally, substituting Equations (A.5) through (A.13) in
Equation (A.4), we get
a2  - 0ksin28
° + k o° _cL s O2sino - Acos S o ) + jk 2- c-
aS2  Zd 1+(Z2d X
(sin o -dZC 0 e os o )dzdz





In this Appendix we present an approach for evaluating the
line integrals with respect to the arc length that are encountered
in Chapters 3 and 4 for the case of a planar strip and sinusoidal
surface.
We are interested in evaluating an integral of the form
Jo( )dp where C is a conformal contour enclosing the surface.
We first consider the planar strip. The closed contour C
around the scattering surface is considered to comprise of four
contours C1, C2, C3 and C4, as shown in Figure B1.
The contribution from contours C3 and C4 approaches zero for
bounded integrands. The arc length s, as well as the differential
arc length, ds, on the two contours C1 and C2, with respect to the
point A (Figure B1) is
s + x ds = dx (B.1)
2
on C1, and
s =L +(L x) ,ds =-dx (B. 2)
on C2.
For computational purposes let us name the integral in
Equation (2.5) as





C4 .................. . .................... ,-- I
D C2  C
Figure B2. Integration contour for a thin strip.
We then have
I = .2-Uds + f L2-U-ds+ jkoUi(ff .ds + [fHds)  (B.4)
C, n, C an, C C2
where i and B2 are the unit normal vectors outward to the contours
C1 and C2 respectively.
Using Equations (B.1) and (B.2), we see that Equation (B.4)
becomes
an 8 ~ an CC% C2 C, 2i
Since C2 - -C 1 and B, = -A2 , we have




I =f dx +f 2Ef dx + ik 0,U'(fP11dx - ffe11dx'j (B. 7)c~jn 8an
C, C 4c2. C 1 )
Hence, for the case of a thin conducting strip, we have
aL{ + jkoU'cos6 ds = 2f.E- (B.8)
an a
C,
Let us now examine the case where the thickness of the
scattering surface is no longer small, so that the second contour
C2 is considered to lie inside the conducting surface (Figure B2).
In this case we have
I Z -ads + jkoU i ( f'Pds) (B.9)
c1 c2  \c1 c2 J
The second term in the above Equation (B.9) vanishes on the closed
contour C1+C2 as shown previously. Inside a perfect conductor,
the total magnetic field is zero. Hence on the contour C2, auS/an
= -aui/an. Substituting these, we see that Equation (B.9)
becomes
f [ aU' ds + fUE ds f !U" ds - f 2E ds (.0f-fa- - ds(B.lO)
C, a C2 a2c, a c2 n
Since C1 = -C2 and hi = -2= B, it follows that
auff+jOUCO8ds =f .?Yds+ f__1d 









In this Appendix we present the computer programs, all in
FORTRAN language that are needed to perform the various
calculations.
A. DISCUSSION
Programs STRIPCUR, SINUSCUR and TRIANCUR calculate the
surface currents induced on the scattering surfaces, for a
strip, sinusoidal and triangular profiles, respectively.
Programs STRIPMON and STRIPBI calculate the normalized
monostatic and bistatic echo width, respectively, of thin,
planar, perfectly conducting strip. Programs SINUSMON and
SINUSBI calculate the same quantities but for a sinusoidal
surface.
Since we deal with complex numbers most of the above
mentioned programs contain subroutines to calculate the real
(i.e. STRPREAL, SINREAL, FRSTREAL etc.) and the imaginary part
(i.e. STRPIMAG, SINIMAG, MOODIMAG etc.) of a quantity and use
subroutine PHASER to calculate the phase of this complex
quantity.
Program TRIANCUR calculates the current distribution on
the triangular surface, by examining separatly the two halves
of the surface, the first with negative slope (subroutines
FRSTREAL, FRSTIMAG), and the second with positive slope
(subroutines SCNDREAL, SCNDIMAG).
Programs SINUSMON and SINUSBI carry out the integration of
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Equation (4.18), using Filon's method, as it is given by
function subprogram FILON [Ref. 9]. To take advantage of the
fast and acurate results of function FILON, we had to separate
the even and the odd part of the examined function, as they
are shown in subroutines MOEVREAL, MOEVIMAG, BIEVREAL,




C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C ON A PLANAR, PERFECTLY CONDUCTING STRIP, DESCRIBED BY





C F = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C
C INCID = ELECTRIC FIELD ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (IN DEGREES),
C WITH RESPECT TO THE VERTICAL (+Z) AXIS
C
C A = SLOPE OF THE STRIP
C
C L = CONSIDERED LENGTH OF THE SURFACE
C
C M = NUMBER OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS BETWEEN x=O AND






C FREAL,FIMAG = REAL AND IMAGINARY PART RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C AMAGNIT, PHASE = MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C
REAL K, INCID, INCR, L
COMPLEX ZET
COMMON K, A, THETAO
















PHASE = PHASER(FREAL, FIMAG)
WRITE(11,20) DISTANCE, FREAL, FIMAG, AMAGNIT, PHASE











COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC






POWER = - J*K*(X*STHO - Z*CTHO)
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO 
-A*CTHO)
FUSCAT = J*(1. - D/(2.*C*C))
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
UI = CEXP(POWER)










COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC






POWER = - J*K*(X*STHO - Z*CTHO)
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO 
-A*CTHO)
FUSCAT = J*(1. - D/(2.*C*C))
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
UI = CEXP(POWER)





















ANGLE = - ATAN(ABS(Z/X))
ELSEIF (X.LT.0.0.AND.Z.LT.0.0) THEN
ANGLE = -P1/2. -ATAN (ABS (Z/X))
ELSEIF (X.LT.0.O.AND.Z.GE.0.0) THEN
ANGLE = PI ATAN(ABS(Z/X))
ENDIF







C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C ON A SINUSOIDAL, PERFECTLY CONDUCTING SURFACE, DESCRIBED





C F = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C
C INCID = ELECTRIC FIELD ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (IN DEGREES)
C WITH RESPECT TO THE VERTICAL (+Z) AXIS
C
C H, d = PARAMETERS OF THE SINUSOIDAL SURFACE
C
C M = NUMBER OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS BETWEEN X=O AND






C FREAL, FIMAG = REAL AND IMAGINARY PART RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C AMAGNIT, PHASE = MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C
REAL K, INCID, INCR
COPLEX ZET
COMMON K, H, W, THETAO
C
OPEN (UNIT=12, FILE='SINUSCUR. DAT', FORM=' FORMATTED',
& STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')












ZET = CMPLX(FREAL, FIMAG)
AMAGNIT = CABS(ZET)
PHASE = PHASER(FREAL, FIMAG)
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WRITE(12,20) DISTANCE, FREAL, FIMAG, AMAGNIT, PHASE











COMPLEX 3, POWER, BJKC3, WJE, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC














D -K*((STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO -A*CTHO))
E =B*(CTHO + A*(STHO - A*CTHO)/(C*C))
KC3 - K*C*C*C
BJKC3 = BA + J*KC3
WJE = D+ J*E
FUSCAT = BA/(2.*KC3)*(l - BA/(4.*BJKC3)) + J
& + C/ (2. *BJKC3)*DWE
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
UI = CEXP(POWER)










COMPLEX J, POWER, BJKC3, WJE, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC






SW = SIN (WX)
CW = Cos (WX)
Z = H*CW
J = CMPLX(O.,1.)




C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = K*((STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO - A*CTHO))
E = B*(CTHO + A*(STHO - A*CTHO)/(C*C))
KC3 = K*C*C*C
BJKC3 = BA + J*KC3
IDJE = D +J*E
FUSCAT - BA/(2.*KC3)*(1 - BA/(4.*BJKC3)) + J
& + C/ (2.-*BJKC3) *DJE
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
UI = CEXP (POWER)






C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C ON A TRIANGULAR, PERFECTLY CONDUCTING SURFACE, DESCRIBED
C BY THE EQUATION:
C z(x) = H - (4*H/d)*x , for 0 < x < d/2 (FIRST HALF)





C F = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C
C INCID = ELECTRIC FIELD ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (DEGREES),
C WITH RESPECT TO THE VERTICAL (+Z) AXIS
C
C H, d = PARAMETERS OF THE TRIANGULAR SURFACE
C
C M = NUMBER OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS BETWEEN x=O AND






C FREAL, FIMAG = REAL AND IMAGINARY PART RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C AMAGNIT, PHASE = MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RESPECTIVELY OF
C THE NORMALIZED SURFACE CURRENT
C
C
REAL K, INCID, INCR
COMPLEX ZET
COMMON K, H, d, THETAO
OPEN (UNIT=14, FILE='TRIANCUR. DAT', FORM=' FORMATTED',
& STATUS=' UNKNOWN')







DO 100 X = 0., d, INCR
DISTANCE = X/d










PHASE = PHASER(FREAL, FIMAG)
WRITE(14,20) DISTANCE, FREAL, FIMAG, AMAGNIT, PHASE











COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC




A = - 4.*H/d
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
Z = H + A*X
J = CMPLX(0.,1.)
DI = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO -A*CTHO)
FUSCAT = J*(1. - DI/(2.*C*C))
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
POWER = - J*K*(X*STH0 - Z*CTHO)
UI = CEXP(FIDWER)










COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FrJINC, UI, FUNC




A = - 4.*H/d
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
Z = H + A*X
J = CMPLX(.,l.)
DI = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO - A*CTHO)
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FUSCAT = J*(1. - DI/(2.*C*C))
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
POWER =- J*K*(X*STHO - Z*CTHO)
UI = CEXP(POWER)










COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC




A = + 4.*H/d
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
Z = -3*H + A*X
J = CMPLX(O.,1.)
DI = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO -A*CTHO)
FUSCAT = J*(1. - DI/(2.*C*C))
FUINC = J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
POWER = - J*K*(X*STHO - Z*CTHO)
UI = CEXP(POWER)










COMPLEX J, POWER, FUSCAT, FUINC, UI, FUNC




A = + 4.*H/d
C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
Z = -3*jj + A*X
J = CMPLX(O.,1.)
DI = (STHO)**2.+ A*CTHO*(2.*STHO - A*CTHO)
FUSCAT = J*(1. - DI/(2.*C*C))
FTJINC =J*((A*STHO + CTHO)/C)
POWER = - J*K*(X*STHO - Z*CTHO)
UI = CEXP(POWER)
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C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MONOSTATIC ECHO WIDTH





C F = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C KOL = KO*L IS THE PRODUCT OF THE STRIP HALF
C LENGTH (L) TIMES KO (KO=2*PI/WAVELENGTH)
C INCLIN = STRIP INCLINATION (IN DEGREES) WITH RESPECT
C TO THE HORIZONTAL (+X) AXIS





C ECHOMONO - NORMALIZED - WITH RESPECT TO THE WAVELENGTH-
C MONOSTATIC ECHO WIDTH AS A FUNCTTON OF THE
C INCIDENT ANGLE THETAO, WHICH HERE (HONOSTATIC











C2 = 1. + A*A
C
DO 100 QI =0., 90., STEP
THETAO =QI*RAD





D = (STHO)**2. + A*CTHO*(2.*STHO -A*CTHO)









C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE BISTATIC ECHO WIDTH





C F = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C KOL = KO*L IS THE PRODUCT OF THE STRIP HALF
C LENGTH (L) TIMES KO (K0=2*PI/WAVELENGTH)
C INCLIN = STRIP INCLINATION (IN DEGREES) WITH RESPECT
C TO THE HORIZONTAL (+X) AXIS
C INCID = ELECTRIC FIELD ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (IN DEGREES)
C WITH RESPECT TO THE VERTICAL (+Z) AXIS





C ECHOBI = NORMALIZED BISTATIC ECHO WIDTH AS A
C FUNCTION OF THE OBSERVATION ANGLE, THETA,
C FOR A GIVEN INCIDENT ANGLE
C
C
REAL KOL, INCLIN, INCID








C2 = 1. + A*A
C








D = (STHO)**2. + A*CTHO*(2.*STHO - A*CTHO)
G = STH - STHO + ALPHA*(CTH + CTHO)
C
ECHOBI=C2/(2.*PI)*(2.*(i.-D/(2.*C2))*SIN(KOL*G)/G)**2







C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MONOSTATIC ECHO WIDTH OF A





C FREQ = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C
C H, d = PARAMETERS OF THE SINUSOIDAL SURFACE
C
C KOL = LIMIT OF INTEGRATION (KOL = K*L), WHERE :
C "K" IS THE PROPAGATION CONSTANT AND
C "L" IS THE ON THE X-AXIS SURFACE PROJECTION
C LENGTH
C
C STEP = ANGLE OF INCIDENSE INCREMENT
C
C M = NUMBER OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS BETWEEN THE TWO
C NORMALIZED LIMITS (0 AND 1) OF INTEGRATION





C ECHOMO = NORMALIZED (WITH RESPECT TO THE WAVELENGTH)
C MONOSTATIC ECHO WIDTH, AS A FUNCTION OF THE
C INCIDENT ANGLE (THETAO) WHICH HERE (MONOSTATIC
C CASE) IS EQUAL TO: 2*PI - OBSERVATION ANGLE.
C
C ECHO = NORMALIZED (WITH RESPECT TO THE SURFACE LENGTH
C 2*L) MONOSTATIC ECHO WIDTH AS A FUNCTION OF THE






EXTERNAL FILON, FREAL, FIMAG
COMMON K, H, W, THETAO, THETAR
OPEN (UNIT=7, FILE='SINUSMON.DAT', FORM='FoRMATTED',
& STATUS= 'UNKNOWN')








DO 100 QI = 0., 90., STEP
THETAO = QI*RAD
THETAR = 2.*PI - THETAO



































C R : calculated value of the integral
C
R = (R1 - SGN*R4) + J*(R2 + SGN*R3)
RR = R1 - SGN*R4
RI = R2 + SGN*R3
MAGN2_R = RR*RR + RI*RI
ECHO = sigma/(2*L)
ECHO = MAGN2_R * KOL/8.
C ECHOMO = sigma/wavelength
ECHOMO = ECHO*KOL/PI
C






REAL FUNCTION FILON (F, T, A, B, M, MAX, KEY)
C
CB
C THIS PRR)GRAM COMPUTES JA[F(x)*cos(Tx)]dx IF "KEY" =1,
C AND fA CF(x)*sin(Tx)]dx WHEN "KEY" = 2, USING FILON'S
C METHOD. FUNCTION "F(x)" IS ASSUMED TO BE GIVEN AS A
C TABLE OF FUNCTIONAL VALUES IN THE ARRAY AT I'M"
C EQUIDISTANT POINTS FROM "IA" TO "B", "IM" ODD.
C "MAX" IS THE DIMENSION OF THE ARRAY DECLARED IN THE
C CALLING PROGRAM (FROM [REF. 9]).
C
C
INTEGER KEY, M, N, I, MAX
REAL F(HAX), AL, BE, GA, SUM, TH, H, S, C, Si, Cl, S2, C2
REAL Fl, F2, SU, SUl, Al, A, B, T, TH2, TH4
N=M- 1





IF (ABS (TH) .LE. 0.1) THEN
TH4 = TH2 * TH2
AL = 2. /45. * TH *TH2 * (1.- TH2 /7. + TH4 / 105.)
BE = 2. /3. + 2. /15. * TH2 - 4. /105. * TH4
GA = 4. /3. - 2. /15. * TH2 + 1. /210. * TH4
ELSE
AL = 1. /TH + S C / TH2 -2. * S S / (TH2 *TH)
BE = (2. + 2. *C*C -4. *S*C/TH) /TH2





51 SIN (A *T)
S2 =SIN (B *T)
Cl =COS (A *T)
C2 =COS (B *T)
Al A +H
GO TO (1, 2), KEY
1 SU=F2* S2 -Fl *Sl
SUl =-0.5 * (F2 *C2 - Fl *Cl)
DO 3 1 = 2, N, 2
SUM = SUM + F (I) * COS (Al *T)
Al = Al+H
SUl = SUl + F (1+1) * COS (Al * T)
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3 Al =Al+ H
GO TO 4




SU - Fl * Cl - F2 *C2
SUl - -0.5 * (F2 *S2 - Fl * Si)
DO 5 I - 2, N, 2
SUM = SUM + F (I) * SIN (Al * T)
Al =Al+ H
SUl = SUl + F (1+1) * SIN (Al *T)
5 Al =Al +H









COMPLEX J, BJC3, DJE, FE, EV, FACTOR













C = SQRT(l.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)*(STHO) - (A*CTHO)*(A*CTHO)
E - B*CTHO/ (C*C)
C3 = C*C*C
BJC3 = BA + J*C3
WE = D +J*E
C
TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C












COMPLEX J, BJC3, WJE, FE, EV, FACTOR













C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)*(STHO) - (A*CTHO)*(A*CTHO)
E = B*CTHO/(C*C)
C3 = C*C*C
BJC3 = BA + J*C3
WJE = D + J*E
C
TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C
FE = BA/(2.*C3)*(1-BA/(4.*BJC3)) + C/(2.*BJC3)*DJE
& +J*(l+CTHO/C)
EV = FACTOR*FE









COMPLEX J, BJC3, WJE, FO, OD, FACTOR


















BJC3 - BA + J*C3
WE = D +J*E
C
TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C











COMPLEX J, BJC3, WJE, FO, OD, FACTOR

















BJC3 = BA + J*C3
WE - D + J*E
C
TSE - K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C
FO - C/(2.*BJC3)*DJE + J*A*STHO/C
OD - FACTOR*FO
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C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE BISTATIC ECHO WIDTH OF A





C FREQ = FREQUENCY IN GHz
C
C INCID = ELECTRIC FIELD ANGLE OF INCIDENSE (IN DEGREES)
C WITH RESPECT TO THE VERTICAL (+Z) AXIS
C
C H, d = PARAMETERS OF THE SINUSOIDAL SURFACE
C
C KOL = LIMIT OF INTEGRATION (KOL = K*L), WHERE :
C "K" IS THE PROPAGATION CONSTANT AND
C "L" IS THE ON THE X-AXIS SURFACE PROJECTION
C LENGTH
C
C STEP = OBSERVATION ANGLE INCREMENT
C
C M = NUMBER OF EQUIDISTANT POINTS BETWEEN THE TWO
C NORMALIZED LIMITS (0 AND 1) OF INTEGRATION





C ECHOBI = NORMALIZED (WITH RESPECT TO THE WAVELENGTH)
C BISTATIC ECHO WIDTH AS A FUNCTION OF THE
C OBSERVATION ANGLE THETA.
C
C ECHO = NORMALIZED (WITH RESPECT TO THE SURFACE LENGTH
C 2*L) BISTATIC ECHO WIDTH AS A FUNCTION OF THE






EXTERNAL FILON, FREAL, FIMAG
COMMON K, H, W, THETAO, THETAR
OPEN (UNIT=8, FILE= 'SINUSBI.DAT', FORM=' FORMATTED',
& STATUS='UNKNOWN')










DO 100 QI = -90., 90., STEP
THETAD = QI
THETAR = THETAD*RAD


































C R :calculated value of the integral
R = (R1 - SGN*R4) + J*(R2 + SGN*R3)
RR = R1 - SGN*R4
RI = R2 + SGN*R3
MAGN2_R = RR*RR + RI*RI
C ECHO =sigjma/(2*L)
ECHO = MAGN2_JR * KOL/8.













COMPLEX J, BJC3, DJE, FE, EV, FACTOR













C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)*(STHO) - (A*CTHO)*(A*CTHO)
E = B*CTHO/(C*C)
C3 = C*C*C
BJC3 -BA + J*C3
DJE = D +J*E
C

















COMPLEX J, BJC3, WJE, FE, EV, FACTOR














C = SQRT(1.+ A*A)
D = (STHO)*(STHO) - (A*CTHO)*(A*CTHO)
E = B*CTHO/(C*C)
C3 = C*C*C
BJC3 = BA + J*C3
WJE = D +J*E
C
TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C












COMPLEX J, BJC3, EDJE, FO, OD, FACTOR















E = -A*B*STHO/ (C*C)
C3 =C*C*C




TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C










COMPLEX J, BJC3, WJE, FO, OD, FACTOR

















BJC3 = BA + J*C3
WME = D +J*E
C
TSE = K*H*CW*(CTH - CTHO)
FACTOR = 2.*C*CEXP(J*TSE)
C
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